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Abstract: The article presents the results of ongoing research on resilience in production
systems. It refers to the term resilience as used in socio-ecological systems and applies it to
assess the long-term functionality and effectiveness of industrial organizations in an
uncertain world. It concentrates on refineries and chemical plants which, due to complex
and sophisticated production processes and products themselves, are especially vulnerable
to various kinds of disturbances. To illustrate the idea of resilience we examine machine
reliability improvement programmes using System Dynamics models to investigate
situations when internal or external stress can lead to regime shift in production systems
and make them move to an undesirable configuration e.g. from proactive to reactive
maintenance mode. Resilience proved to be a useful concept for production managers
interested in organizational transition to a more desired operational domain as well as
remaining in the desired domain. System Dynamics methodology offers powerful tools for
examining the impacts of various policy options on the dynamics of resilience in production
systems.
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1. Introduction
Modernization of production plants has so fully exploited miniaturization, speed,
automation and robotics through advanced computer applications that the notion of
reliability, availability, maintainability and safety are becoming of great importance for
industrial organizations. Precise synchronization of production processes itself is not
enough to shorten manufacturing lead time, time to market and to serve clients with
customized products. Efficient production is possible only if processes are not interrupted
by e.g. machine failures and breakdowns. Thus it seems appropriate to extend the idea that
quality depends on processes (Deming 1986) and agree with Nakajima (1988), an advocate
of Total Productive Maintenance, that production output – as well as quality – all depends
on using those processes for expert coordination of equipment.
Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) is a concept carried out by all employees through
small group activities (Nakajima 1988). TPM originates in an American approach ’preventive maintenance’, which was introduced in Japan in 1951.’Preventive maintenance’
focuses on daily maintenance and periodic inspections to lower the costs of long-term
maintenance and repair of periodic failures. This concept went through several stages of
development – machine operators were involved in routine maintenance, the equipment
started to be modified in order to improve reliability – and finally that experience founded
the TPM programme (Venkat 2003). The dual goal of TPM is zero breakdowns and zero
defects, which result in increased productivity, costs reduction and inventory minimization.
The idea of reliable equipment and uninterrupted production is even more important for
refineries and chemical plants, due to characteristics of the production processes and
products themselves. Petro-chemical manufacture is extreme both in scale and danger of
operation. Normally huge complexes with highly automated infrastructure are dedicated to
realize continuous operation of refining and synthetic processes. Most of the processes
carried out in refineries involve high (often lethal) levels of temperature and pressure in
combination with highly flammable materials or hazardous chemical components. This
means that any equipment failure or malfunction can lead not only to financial
dissatisfaction but also to catastrophic results.
Reliability improvement programmes have the potential to eliminate breakdowns and
defects in the production systems. However, they are very often perceived as expensive and
often do not survive management’s policy revisions that seek to cut costs for short-term
profitability. As recognized by Ledet and his team in DuPont Chemical Company (1999),
only by engaging the entire production organization for sufficiently long periods is it
possible to achieve substantial results in reliability improvement. For that purpose, based
on benchmarking study and modelling effort, an interactive simulation called The
Manufacturing Game was developed to shorten the transition process by engaging the very
people involved in implementing such changes. The BP Lima Refinery is one of many
actual applications where the usefulness of The Manufacturing Game workshop was
demonstrated. In playing and discussing the game, the real-life actors experienced how
long-term reliability can emerge from sustained application of proactive maintenance. In
the aftermath of that success the leaders of programme in Lima refinery announced ’A New
American TPM’ (Griffith, Kuenzli, and Monus 1999).
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The benchmarking study in DuPont (Ledet et al. 2005) identified the three most common
approaches of conducting maintenance - ‘reactive’ (equipment is repaired after it breaks),
‘planned’ (equipment is repaired before it breaks) and ‘precision’ (equipment is not only
repaired but improved). Among these three practices the best performance is achieved
when the ‘precision’ operating domain is realized by adjusting certain relationships
between agents and processes in the resource allocation and production systems. The fact
that an organization remains in the ‘precision’ domain does not mean that it will not move
to a lower performance domain, often for the very reasons why short-term cost-cutting
often causes proactive maintenance to be abandoned before its full potential was realized.
Even progressive companies that vigorously try to transform production system
performance may fail. The dynamics embedded in the structure – relations and processes –
of the production system as well as various disturbances affecting the system might cause
the organization to shift to a domain of inferior operations (a regime of sub-par
performance).
Enterprises achieve long-term profitability and competitive advantage by developing
management regimes that sustain their production system’s functionality in the face of
disturbances. The desirability of a domain or regime can be evaluated from a business
perspective (profitability) or a socio-ecological perspective (sustainability). Transitions
between desirable and undesirable domains have been analysed for more than thirty years
as part of the development of Resilience Theory (Gunderson, Holling, and Light 1995;
Olsson et al. 2006; Van de Brugge 2007). This theory has promoted the study of surprising
and non-linear dynamics of ecosystems and society (Carpenter et al. 2001; Gunderson
2000). In this article we used the experience of studying resilience in social-ecosystems and
apply it to assess the long-term competitiveness of businesses in an uncertain world. As
Stolz (2004) argues ‘Resilience is the only sustainable, portable strategic plan. Resilient
individuals, teams, and organizations consistently outlast, outmaneuver and outperform
their less resilient competitors’.
This paper presents one perspective of resilience as a way to deal with uncertainty and
disturbances in production systems. Applied at different levels of an organization,
resilience helps to balance functionality and efficiency in the face of different forms of
disturbances. The paper focuses on refineries and chemical plants, but a concept of
resilience can also be recognized in other production systems. The paper is organized as
follows. In the next section a concept of resilience is introduced. Section 3 discusses
dynamics of system configurations for two case studies – DuPont Chemical Company and
Lima refinery. Further investigation of resilience using System Dynamics models is carried
out in section 4 and 5. The final section makes some closing remarks.
2. Resilience
Resilience is an increasingly popular term in today’s business organizations, which try to
apply that concept in various areas and at different levels of operation. Some consider
resilience as an ability to deal with personal stress and misfortunes. (Coutu 2002) Others
define it as a strategic ability of enterprises to continuously adjust their operations to
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requirements of a turbulent age (Horne 1997; Hamel and Välikangas 2003). The resilience
concept also crosses the boundaries between individual enterprises. Supply networks are
becoming more complex and tightly coupled as companies start to compete through their
entire supply chains, and are more vulnerable to such events as terrorists attacks and natural
disasters (Rice and Caniato 2003; Christopher and Peck 2004; Sheffi 2005).
This paper refers to the term resilience as originally proposed by C. S. Holling (1973) and
further developed in the study of the dynamics of socio-ecological systems. Resilience
addresses the dynamics of dealing with disturbance - how a system absorbs the impacts of
stress or shock and how it re-organizes afterward. In that context it is defined as the
capacity of the system to undergo disturbance and still maintain its functions, structures and
controls. Three system characteristics broadly describe how to assess its resilience: the
amount of change the system can undergo and still remain in the same configuration (retain
the same controls on structure and function), the degree to which the system is capable of
self-organization, and the degree to which the system can build the capacity to learn and
adapt (Carpenter et al. 2001; Walker et al. 2002). Our world is a hierarchical set of systems
nested within each other, from the micro- to the macro-scopic, and they often are at
different stages of development. What is a single element to some is seen as a vast system
to others. So care must be taken to define the system in question in terms of its bounds and
its state of development (nascent to mature) relative to its surroundings. Then one can
precisely answer the two key questions, as Carpenter et al. (2001) argue: what system state
is being considered (‘resilience of what’) and what disturbances are of interest (‘resilience
to what’).
Applying this idea to socio-technical systems, it can be assumed that the more resilient
configuration of the production system is, the larger the extent and number of certain
disruptions the system can undergo without serious losses. Extent relates to the intensity,
duration and spatial footprint of a stress or shock. Being resilient is highly attractive to any
enterprise provided that the production system is in a favourable configuration. A
management regime is defined by the web of relationships linking its agents and processes
in the allocation of strategic resources to sustain system functionality and fulfil company
goals. A domain or configuration represents a diversity of system states that are possible
under a particular regime of actors, processes and functions. For example, most healthy
humans (where healthy is one configuration) can assume many different states, from
running a marathon to standing on their head, and their heart will still function well (stay in
a healthy stability domain). However, it is naive to use such robust examples to cast
resilience as a positive property. Those who suggest ‘resilience’ as a cure to current
problems in organizations ignore a frequent need of many systems: the need to change
configurations. Resilience has to do with the capacity to persist in a stability domain, but
that domain may be undesirable. For example, some enterprises survive in an unprofitable
state, staving off fundamental reform through clever use of bankruptcy law. Companies that
perceive their configuration as undesired may have to lower their resilience in the shortterm in order to escape their current domain. They can do this by initiating improvement
programs, but they may suffer failures and losses in the process. To effect real change to a
more desirable domain one must develop and use the system characteristics that can build
or undo resilience – self-organization, learning and adaptive capacity, which are embedded
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in a production system, to influence the dynamics within the organization. Such
characteristics can help management navigate the rough waters of transition, where
profound and meaningful change may require many kinds of sacrifice: regime change
(shifts in personnel and policy), sustained investment in learning for the future even as
profits stay low during the transition. To illustrate the idea of resilience in production
systems we will examine examples of machine reliability improvement in the DuPont
Chemical Company (Ledet 1999) and in the BP Lima Refinery (currently Valero - Lima)
(Kuenzli, Griffith, and Monus 1998).
3. Resilience in practice
Resilience and system stability is widely described in literature in form of ‘ball and cup’
heuristic (Carpenter, Ludwig, and Brock 1999; Gunderson 2000). The term heuristic
emphasizes that this graphic is a tool for discussion, learning and proposing experiments,
not for prediction. Accuracy is not a question here. This is a simplification of complex
dynamic situations that is useful in dealing with high uncertainty. Still, it is a very
convenient way of presenting the idea of resilience in production systems and can be used
as a conceptual tool with managerial applications. An example of the heuristic is presented
in Figure 1.

R

R

Figure 1 Ball and cup heuristic of system stability

Valleys represent stability domains (desirable or undesirable attractors of the system), balls
represent the system state (current state of the production system), and solid arrows
represent changes in a system state, often caused by disturbances (peoples’ actions focused
on change or perturbations affecting system – unexpected machine breakdowns, shortage of
supplies, etc.). However, change between system states can also come without disturbance,
as links between actors can shift stochastically. How the ball moves about this valley
depends on the energy of movement and the valley’s shape. The energy of movement
comes from the play between the excitation of outside drivers, be they shock and
disturbance or energy sources, and the pull of gravity as the system ages and energy
dissipates. The shape of the domain, which changes while system experiences disturbances,
reflects the configuration of infrastructure and relationships that define the system’s selforganizing, learning and adaptive capacity – the characteristics of resilience. Resilience (R)
itself is most simply approximated by the width of domain as depicted by dashed arrows
(domains that are wider can be considered as more resilient), though the valley shape
(steepness and volume) that signifies the likelihood the ball will escape the valley would be
a more precise measure.
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3.1

DuPont Chemical Company story

The reliability improvement programme conducted by Ledet (1999) and his team in DuPont
was a result of a benchmarking study investigating the best maintenance practices worldwide. The study revealed that maintenance operations in DuPont had a reactive nature –
machines were repaired only after they broke down. The main purpose of the improvement
programme was to change the focus from defect correction to defect prevention and
elimination (Sterman 2000).
From the perspective of resilience and the ‘ball and cup’ heuristic, while starting the
improvement programme, DuPont Chemicals remained in a ‘Reactive Maintenance
Domain’. Theoretically any alternative to the present domain does not have to exist at all,
but as far as DuPont is concerned, it seems that an alternative domain existed – a ‘Planned
Maintenance Domain’ (Figure 2, landscape#1).
‘We already know that planned maintenance is a good idea’, ‘We tried those
policies and they didn’t work’. (Sterman 2000, p.74)

DuPont tried to move the system – solid arrow in Figure 2, landscape#1 – from the wide
(resilient), undesirable domain but their motivational pressure was not sufficient.
Ledet realized that the client group for the project – the group of people whose
behaviour had to change for any results to be realized – was far broader than the
management team responsible for maintenance. (Sterman 2000, p.74)

4
3
2
Reactive
Maintenance
Domain

1

Planned
Maintenance
Domain

Figure 2 Ball and cup heuristic on DuPont Chemicals story

In order to engage more employees The Manufacturing Game was built at the request of the
Maintenance department’s management. People could attend a 2 day workshop and right
afterwards do planned maintenance. Playing The Manufacturing Game can be perceived as
introducing ‘disturbance’ to a system stuck in the ‘Reactive Maintenance Domain’ and is
presented as the solid arrow in Figure 2, landscape#2. However, the magnitude of
disturbance caused by one workshop for several participants was ‘absorbed’ by a still
resilient, undesirable domain.
The game and learning Laboratory proved popular throughout the company. But
playing it once with a small group of managers wasn’t enough. The team found
that they had to run several workshops for a given plant before a critical mass of
people emerged to lead action team that put proactive maintenance policies into
practice. (Sterman 2000, p. 75)

Only involvement of a significant majority of workers in planned maintenance created
enough trust and understanding in the long-term potential of proactive approach to
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maintenance that the vicious cycle of the reactive mode was broken and led to change in
system configuration as presented in Figure 2, landscape#3.
Any transformation within an enterprise requires ‘technical’ changes, corresponding to
know-how, production processes, standards and procedures, and internal regulations, and
also changes in peoples’ behaviour, the way they perform their tasks (Heifetz and Linsky
2002). These two kinds of internal changes influence the dynamics of domains’ shapes.
Decreasing the resilience of the undesirable domain and building the resilience of the
desired one would be of great help during the DuPont improvement programme. Though
people engaged through The Manufacturing Game workshop into proactive maintenance
moved the system to the Planned Maintenance Domain, that domain was still very narrow –
not resilient.
Unfortunately DuPont Chemicals did not sustain the results of the improvement programme
– the resilience of the new, planned maintenance domain was not sufficient to catalyze and
secure the forthcoming changes as long-term changes in policy.
‘As soon as you get the problem down, people will be taken away from the
effort and the problems will go back up’. In fact, cost-cutting programs
mandated by corporate headquarters did cause significant downsizing
throughout the entire company and limited their ability to expand the program.
(Sterman 2000, p.77)

The understanding gained by middle management in game-playing and experimentation in
the production system had not been communicated to upper management. Interventions
from company headquarters, completely out of synch with local improvements, can be also
interpreted as disturbances. However, unlike some systems that thrive on opportunities for
renewal that periodic disturbances can offer, such disturbances are not the basis for
company evolution, quite the opposite. They affected the system state and made it return to
the undesired ‘Reactive Maintenance Domain’ as presented in Figure 2, landscape#4.
3.2

BP Lima Refinery story

In the 1990’s BP Lima Refinery experienced some serious organizational problems. Poor
performance and unsuccessful improvement programs made BP think first about selling
and later about closing the plant. This threat was a driver for workers to save the refinery
through actions focused on reliability improvement using the DuPont experience with The
Manufacturing Game (Griffith, Kuenzli, and Monus 1999). Prior to this latest reliability
improvement programme, maintenance practices concentrated on reactive operations,
keeping the system in ‘Reactive Maintenance Domain’ (see Figure 3, landscape#1). Once
the programme started the ‘Precision Maintenance Domain’ appeared.
“What are you doing so that this won’t happen again?” [Midwest State System
Manager] was the first person I heard use the expression, “Don’t Just Fix It,
Improve It.” (Houshower 1999, p. 26)

Again The Manufacturing Game workshops can be perceived as a disturbance introduced to
probe the system configuration for new possible links and alignments (solid arrow in Figure
3, landscape#2). For example, internal regulations were realigned to promote the idea of
improvement, and workers were allowed to follow this message. Encouraged by an
emerging new regime (new attitudes of their leaders and new rules in the organization)
employees started to develop new norms for actions. This directly reshaped the stability
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domains and enhanced resilience of the precision domain as suggested by the widening
right valley in Figure 3, landscape#2.
We were not just talking about pumps, but our other organizational and
management decisions. At the time, we did not realize it, but it became our
policy. And what an easy to remember policy it was!
If we were trying to do a rush job, the mechanics quickly pointed it out to us:
“Don’t just fix it, improve it, huh?”
Management was willing to say, “Nobody likes to spend money, but OK, you’re
convinced this is a problem, so spend. We did and we solved the problem and
saved a lot of money.
The action teams felt they had the power to fix things and they were given
money and authority to make changes. (Houshower 1999, p. 26-27)

Spending time and money on improvements, especially those that did not immediately offer
benefits, can lower resilience to stress or shock. But that may be a necessary price of
transition toward higher resilience. Lowering the resilience of the undesirable domain and
increasing the resilience of the desirable one, facilitated through The Manufacturing Game
workshops, was followed by the financial success of the refinery (Figure 3, landscape#3).
Some results of the successful organizational change in Lima Refinery from 1991 to 1998
include such statistics as increase of pump Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) from 12
to 58 months and improvement in planned work fulfilment up to 95%. The safety of
employees and contractors improved by factor of 4. The indicator of hydrocarbon loss to
the atmosphere decreased from 1.75 to 0.35. The estimated value added from the project to
the refinery was about $43 million per year. (Griffith, Kuenzli, and Monus 1999)
The Lima refinery avoided closure and was sold to Clark. It was not the end of the effort of
change, however. People experienced that improving machines rather than just fixing them
is the appropriate way of doing maintenance. They continued to develop habits, which
combined with policies, procedures, reward systems and social values increased the
resilience of Precision Maintenance Domain further, as presented in Figure 3, landscape#4.
4

3

Reactive
Maintenance
Domain

2
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Maintenance
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1

Figure 3 Ball and cup heuristic on BP Lima Refinery story

These examples highlight two key aspects of organizational change in a context of
resilience – transition to a more desired operational domain and remaining in the desired
domain. As illustrated through ‘ball and cup’ heuristics for both DuPont and Lima Refinery
the most effective way to conduct a project of change is to decrease resilience of existing,
undesired domain and force the system to move. However, the change will not be sustained
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unless the alternative, desired operational domain is resilient enough. Lessons learned have
to be secured as new policies and operating procedures. Any attempt to change the existing
operations is usually expensive, involves people, time and the risk of experimentation. The
threat of losing valuable lessons mandates thorough investigation of which structures and
processes should be improved and which influences should be reduced in order to make the
transition more effective and successful. Regarding the sustainable changes the conducted
analysis should also investigate what elements should be preserved to enable the system to
renew and reorganize itself following a disturbance. These latter elements constitute the
system’s memory (Berkes and Folke 1998; Berkes 2002; Berkes, Colding, and Folke 2003)
and form the nuclei around which the system self-organizes post-disturbance. As a tool for
this kind of analysis, System Dynamics methodology is proposed (Rydzak and Chlebus
2005).
4. Regime shifts in production systems – a System Dynamics model
To further investigate how resilience changes in production systems a System Dynamics
model was built. Though this is a model of a fictional refinery it addresses the problem of
machine reliability improvement in DuPont Chemicals and Lima Refinery. The model
incorporates the idea of equipment flow and machine availability, due to the number of
defects in the production system, presented by Ledet (2002) and also described in Sterman
(2000). Allocation of resources for production, maintenance and repair reflects ‘working
harder’ and ‘working smarter’ strategies investigated by Repenning and Sterman (2001).
The general structure and key variables of this new model, trying to investigate dynamics
of transition between alternative operating domains, are presented in Figure 4. The model
variables and equation formulations are presented in Appendix A.
Total production depends on availability of operators and machines. Since organizations are
often unwilling to invest in infrastructure development, any increase in desired production
level creates pressure on operators to work harder (Pressure to Do Work). The production
processes can be disturbed by machine breakdowns. Broken machines decrease the level
(available number) of working machines, which impairs productivity. If there are broken
machines pressure is put on workers to repair them.
Should a production gap occur an alternative strategy would suggest taking machines down
and putting pressure on maintenance to limit the number of unplanned interruptions
(Pressure to Do Maintenance). This policy requires shutting down and inspecting some
working machines since inspection takes less time than repairing actions.
The machine breakdown rate depends on machine reliability. The higher the reliability of
machines the less machine failures occurs. Total machine reliability is increased mainly
through maintenance efforts but also through repairs. Since reliability is decreased by dayto-day machine utilization continuous involvement is needed to sustain this characteristic
on a desired level. On the other hand, be it maintenance, repair or production, one operation
excludes others. In a case of breakdown or installation of a new unit, operators very often
help maintenance people. Even if operators are not directly involved in machine service
they cannot execute their work, since the equipment they are supposed to use is occupied
by maintenance people. Similarly if there is a great pressure on production the maintenance
will be not carried out until machine will break down.
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Figure 4 Structure and key variables of the model investigating machine reliability improvement programme
with focus on production system resilience

Various internal and external disturbances can lead the organization to change the system
configuration and move from one to another domain. In order to illustrate the behaviour of
the system to an external stress in this section we will concentrate on a temporary increase
in customer orders. The next section will discuss internal disturbances in the system. We
may assume the production system undergoes a 20% increase in the desired production
level (from 7500 up to 9000 products/month), which occurs in month 5 and lasts for one
year. Since the difference between actual and desired production puts a great pressure on
production efficiency, more labour capacity is allocated to production operations,
simultaneously decreasing labour capacity for machine inspections (Figure 5, Graph#1).
Around month 8 more labour capacity must be assigned for repairs to address a sudden
increase in a number of broken machines. Eventually only 25 machines are available for
production, 75 are broken and none is taken down for maintenance (Figure 5, Graph#2).
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Figure 5 Graphs presenting the reactive response of the production system to disturbance in desired
production level

Total production demonstrates ‘better before worse’ behaviour (Repenning and Sterman
2001). Although the desired production level drops back to its initial value in month 17, the
strained system condition makes the feasible production plummet to a highly undesirable
level of about 2500 products/month (Figure 5, Graph#3). The reactive policy (fix machines
after they break) applied as the answer to increased orders, caused total machine reliability
to fall down to a level of 10 (Figure 5, Graph#4). Machine reliability decrease was the
reason of more frequent machine breakdowns and led the system to lose its desired
functionality.
The effort to change and apply an alternative, proactive strategy can make the system
escape the vicious cycle and shift the regime to a desired operational domain. Assume the
organization in month 20 shifts the pressure away from the ‘working hard’ approach to
focus more on preventive maintenance. As illustrated in Figure 6, Graph#1 labour capacity
for production drops and capacity for maintenance returns to its initial level. After month
20 labour capacity for repairing is still required because the number of broken machines,
which increases for the next two months, reaches a peak and falls. This is a result of
continuous planned maintenance and significant improvement in total machine reliability
(Figure 6, Graph#4). More machines are available for operations (Figure 6, Graph#2) and
total production recovers to its desired level (Figure 6, Graph#3).
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Figure 6 Graphs presenting the proactive strategy to recover after disturbance to the desired domain of
operations

Comparing results for both strategies we note that system state variables (e.g. labour
capacity, machines, reliability) approach two stable states. Either the organization remains
in an undesired domain of attraction, or it achieves a desired one. Which state will the
organization reach as the effect of stress and variations, depends on the system
configuration – relationships between agents and processes in the system (e.g. ‘work hard’
policy) as well as availability and allocation of strategic resources (e.g. machines, labour
capacity). If the desired configuration is resilient enough it can absorb the impacts of the
disturbance and still preserve the functionality of the system.
For both resilience analysis as well as the operational point of view, it is critical to
determine which system configuration is desired. Only then can the appropriate measures
and steps be taken to increase the resilience of that configuration. The model’s example
shows how the wrong choice can lead to catastrophic results. However, one has to be aware
that this kind of decision is not as easy as it may seem while looking at ‘ball and cup’
heuristics presented in section 3. Graphs in Figure 5 and Figure 6 provide a deeper sense of
understanding of what difficulties decision makers face.
As an example of the model behaviour we analyse the effects of the reactive strategy
(Figure 5). Within the first two months this strategy seemed to work considerably well. The
total production did not completely cover the desired level but there was a noticeable
increase in efficiency. Managers would claim that everything is under control. While
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people need to get used to new circumstances some more pressure on operators and
additional allocation of resources would probably do the work. There might arise some
hesitation among decision makers around month 8, when a slight decrease in productivity is
noticed, but it would quickly turn into blaming maintenance people, who dare to mention
inspections even though all machines are required online for production. About month 15
managers start to worry. The situation is not satisfactory; total production is falling and
repair teams seem to ‘mess up’ with their job. The next month the desired production is
coming back to its initial level. On one hand managers try to analyse whether it is the
answer of customers to the late orders fulfilment or just market variation. On the other hand
they are happy this difficult year has finished, and everything will be in the past. Nothing
could be more wrong! The performance over the next four months would lead to changes in
management board or to the decision to sell the refinery (as happened in Lima, section 3.2).
The results over the next year would certainly lead to plant closure. The reactive strategy,
which initially seemed to be satisfactory, happened to be catastrophic.
The dilemma the organization faces concerns day-to-day efficiency and long-term
performance: a choice between ‘doing things right’ and ‘doing right things’, which at first
sight seem to be contradictory concepts. For example, one can take today’s machines
offline for maintenance, which will impair performance capability, in order to secure
functionality and even better performance in the next months. This problem is even more
profound in refineries and chemical plants where a high pressure exists to keep production
running. They are exposed to sudden and unexpected shifts in the stability of their
configurations. Since reliability decreases, the whole system self-organizes and adapts to
new conditions. And once the transition happens, it is a real challenge to recover. The
System Dynamics model presented here does not encompass all aspects which influence
dynamics of the organization and the resilience of both desired and undesired system
configurations, e.g. human factor or safety and security matters. However, it outlines the
main idea of resilience in production systems and demonstrates its importance for sustained
operations.
5. The stylized model of resilience in production systems
Further consideration of resilience and machine reliability improvement will be based on an
abstract, stylized model of resilience in production systems. The stylized model is a
simplification and focuses on the main characteristics of the model presented in the
previous section. It is used to calculate and analyse the potential of the system, the idea of
which will be discussed in the following part of the paper. The stylized model explores a
concept of quality improvement developed by Repenning and Sterman (1997). Here this
idea will be applied in the context of breakdowns and two alternative strategies of machine
maintenance: preventive and reactive. The structure of the model is presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 The stylized model of resilience in production systems incorporating the idea of planned and
reactive maintenance.

Manufacturing Throughput is determined by the number of Working Machines and a
constant called Machine Productivity (the number of products possible to produce per
machine per month). Working Machines are defined as Total Machines less Broken
Machines. Any increase in Desired Manufacturing Throughput or decrease in actual
Manufacturing Throughput enlarges Manufacturing Throughput Gap. One should perceive
The Effect of Throughput Gap on Time for Maintenance as a managerial decision leading to
preserving or decreasing time for maintenance. The effect was modelled as a function and
parameterised. The shape of the effect for different values of Strength is presented in Figure
8, Graph#1. The Strength of Effect on Maintenance Time represents the strength of the
relation between Manufacturing Throughput Gap and Time for Maintenance. Greater
values of the Strength lead to bigger Time for Maintenance reductions while Manufacturing
Throughput Gap is growing. When the Strength is equal zero the Effect the Manufacturing
Throughput Gap does not influence Time for Maintenance – it is equal to Planned
Maintenance Time.
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Figure 8 Graphs presenting nonlinear functions used in the general System Dynamics model of planned and
reactive maintenance

Time for Maintenance reduces time available for repairs. Repair Rate decreases the number
of Broken Machines and is controlled by Maximum Repairs Rate and Time for Repairs.
Cutting Time for Maintenance and increasing Repairs Rate closes the balancing loop
representing the reactive strategy of machine maintenance.
Time for Maintenance also influences Breakdown Fraction. The Effect of Maintenance on
Breakdowns is presented in Figure 8, Graph#2. Initially, when Time for Maintenance
increases the Effect grows significantly and decreases Breakdown Fraction. For greater
Time for Maintenance the Effect increase slows down and asymptotically approaches 1,
which means that there is not a significant reduction of Breakdown Fraction when Time for
Maintenance rises from 15 to 20 hours per month. Smaller Breakdown Fraction reduces
Breakdown Rate, which leads to lower level of Broken Machines. The policy, when Time
for Maintenance is preserved in order to decrease machine breakdowns, is considered as
planned machine maintenance. The model variables and equation formulations are
presented in Appendix B.
Based on the stylized model it is possible to calculate the potential of the system, which is
the original idea that inspired the ‘ball and cup’ heuristic presented in section 3. Figure 9
presents potentials of the discussed system for various values of the parameter Strength of
Effect on Maintenance Time. On each graph there was placed a ‘ball’ in order to illustrate
the likely system state. Arrows indicate possible disturbances affecting the current state. As
the value of the parameter Strength of Effect on Maintenance Time increases, the shape of
the system potential changes and the alternative, undesirable domain (reactive
maintenance) becomes more resilient (the alternative domain becomes wider). At the same
time the desirable domain (planned maintenance) is losing its resilience. Eventually, for the
last example (Figure 9, Graph#6) even a relatively small disturbance can cause the system
transition from planned to reactive maintenance domain. For information on potential
calculation see Appendix C.
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Figure 9 Potential of the system for increasing value of the parameter Strength of Effect on Maintenance
Time. Added ‘balls’ represent current state of the system and arrows indicate disturbances.

The dynamics of the transition between desirable and undesirable domains due to two
different types of disturbances will be investigated through simulation analysis of the
stylized model.
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5.1

Scenario 1 – extra breakdowns

The first scenario focuses on sudden, temporary increase in machine breakdown. The
simulation analysis of the model starts in equilibrium. There are 100 machines and 5 of
them are broken. Machine productivity equals 10 products per month, so feasible
throughput is equal to 950 products per month. Since desired throughput is 950 products
per month there is no spare production capacity. Such high goals fixed by managers for
production personnel and manufacturing infrastructure are currently a common situation in
most companies. Highly optimized production processes with reduced slack between
operations and minimized buffers are nowadays models of advanced production
organization. On one hand extra inventory and spare assets are expensive and, as
demonstrated by the lean manufacturing approach, can reduce the quality (Womack and
Jones 2003). On the other hand many companies, also refineries and petrochemical plants,
seem to ignore the uncertainty inherent in production systems, the reality that production
technologies fail unexpectedly and in unforeseeable ways. (Wolf 2001) Following this idea,
let us assume the breakdown rate spikes by two machines per month during month 5. The
results of this disturbance are presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 Graphs presenting the response of the system to extra breakdowns (initial system conditions:
Desired Manufacturing Throughput = 950 products/month; Strength of Effect on Maintenance Time = 3;
Planned Maintenance Time = 7 hours/month)
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In month 6 the breakdowns rate drops back to its initial level. This disturbance spike
destabilises the production system, however. In the following months the number of broken
machines starts to increase (Figure 10, Graph#2) and since there is a strong relationship
between manufacturing throughput gap and maintenance time (Strength of Effect on
Maintenance Time = 3), the time devoted to planned maintenance starts to shrink and
around month 35 maintenance is neglected (Figure 10, Graph#3). As a consequence in
month 37 the Breakdowns Rate reaches a peak of 35 machines per month (Figure 10,
Graph#1) and the production system shifts to a highly undesirable configuration. The
number of Broken Machines reaches a level of 80, bringing the Manufacturing Throughput
down to 200 products per month.
The potential of the system for the initial model conditions used in the first scenario is
presented in Figure 11. The extra machine breakdowns can be perceived as pushing /
pulling the ‘ball’ (current state of the production system), trying to move it to the second
domain. The desirable domain (planned maintenance), the system is initially remaining in,
is stable but very narrow - not very resilient. Once the system state is destabilised by extra
breakdowns it moves to the alternative, undesirable domain of attraction (reactive
maintenance) and eventually reaches the minimum for 80 Broken Machines. Since the
undesirable domain is very wide (very resilient) it is difficult to restore the system back to
its initial state.
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Figure 11 Potential of the system for the initial model conditions used in ‘extra breakdowns’ scenario. The
arrow represents the change in system state in response to disturbance – extra breakdowns; balls relate to
initial and final system state.

5.2

Scenario 2 – cutting time for maintenance

Unexpected events like extra machine breakdowns are not the only triggers causing an
avalanche of events leading to an undesired system condition. Even in a case of a less
demanding production-organization model, when managers set lower goals for
manufacturing throughput, production system dynamics can be experienced which are
similar to the one presented in Figure 10. The second scenario considers a slow change of
time devoted to planned maintenance. Figure 12 shows results of Planned Maintenance
Time degradation over a period of 50 months.
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Figure 12 Graphs presenting the response of the system to degradation of planned time for maintenance
(initial system conditions: Desired Manufacturing Throughput = 900 products/month; Strength of Effect on
Maintenance Time = 2.5; Planned Maintenance Time = RAMP from 7 to 4 hours/month over 50 month)

As the Planned Maintenance Time decreases, the actual time spent on maintenance shrinks,
causing the machine Breakdowns Rate to increase. This in turn leads to a higher level of
Broken Machines. Emerging and rising differences between feasible and desired
manufacturing throughput causes further reduction of the time for maintenance (Figure 12,
Graph#3). Around week 37 the Breakdowns Rate reaches a peak of about 32 machines per
month (Figure 12, Graph#1), and eventually the system moves to the undesired domain.
In the case of the second scenario, the planned maintenance time eroded, causing changes
to shape of the system potential. The initial and final potential of the system is presented in
Figure 13. Initially the system remains in a stable, resilient domain. At a certain point,
following the change in time devoted to planned maintenance, the initial domain suddenly
lost its stability, and the system self-organized and moved to the undesired domain (the
‘ball’ rolled down to the bottom of the ‘cup’). Balls in Figure 13 indicate the states of the
system at the beginning and the end of the scenario.
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Figure 13 Potential of the system in the ‘cutting time for maintenance’ scenario. The red line represents the
potential of the system for the initial model conditions (Planned Maintenance Time = 7); the blue line
represents the final potential of the system (Planned Maintenance Time = 4). Balls illustrate initial and final
state of the system.

The above scenarios illustrated the influence of disturbances and changes on transition of
the system between desirable and undesirable domains. In both cases the desirable domain
(planned maintenance) was not resilient enough to absorb the impacts of disturbances or
changes. As a result the considered production system lost its functionality. Further
analysis of the system potential may identify certain conditions which improve resilience of
planned maintenance in face of disturbances, e.g. extra breakdowns. At this point it is worth
remembering the importance of the statement ‘resilience of what to what’ (Carpenter et al.
2001). One has to be aware and clearly specify what system configuration is being
considered and what disturbances are of interest because they will impact that particular
configuration.
6. Conclusion
The above example illustrates that the main problem is not really the appearance of poor
performance but its causes and consequences across the entire production system, resulting
from the interdependences between the system’s elements. Unfortunately most managers
miss this in their excessive focus on performance indicators. Some production systems,
such as refineries and chemical plants, due to characteristics of their production processes
and products themselves, are more vulnerable and to a larger degree experience effects of
any disturbances. Resilience may erode due to production pressure or any other factors that
slowly shift a system’s configuration, be it at strategic or operational levels of the
organization. Failures in managing such complexes might lead to catastrophic results –
collapses to domains that are irreversible within an enterprise’s horizon of time or money.
This paper presented the concept of resilience as the ability of production systems to
experience disturbances and still maintain their functionality. However, resilience should
not always be considered as a positive or desirable property. The ‘quest for resilience’ has
to be preceded by the analysis of the current system’s overall configuration. Business
management needs to classify which structures and processes should be improved or
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reduced, and what resources preserved, in order to manage resilience, e.g. lower it to
facilitate transition or increase it to secure a successful shift to a desirable domain.
Managing resilience is not a one-time challenge but a continuous process of dealing with
uncertainty.
We found that System Dynamics methodology enhanced with non-linear dynamics tools is
a proper tool for conducting analysis focused on management of resilience in production
systems. It helps to identify various domains, since there can be more than one alternative
domain that the system can shift to. System Dynamics also enables investigation of the
functionality of certain system configurations over short and long periods of time. In
addition, explicit representation in stylized models of intangible (hard to measure) variables
(e.g. pressure to work hard) can contribute significantly to resilience analysis and to making
practical improvements in the institutions, policies, tools and methods of production.
Modelling for learning and understanding may make very useful contributions to policy
even if strict prediction of results is not yet possible.
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Appendix A
Variables and equation formulations of System Dynamics model presented in section 4:
Average Breakdown Rate = Min Breakdown Rate+(Max Breakdown Rate-Min Breakdown
Rate)*Effect of Machine Reliability on Breakdown Rate <(Machines/Month)/Machines>
Average Machine Reliability = Total Machine Reliability/Total Machines <Reliability
Units/Machine>
Average Machine Use Rate = 0.09 <Reliability Units/(Machines*Month)>
Breakdown Rate = MIN(Working Machines*Average Breakdown Rate, Working Machines/Working
Machines Min Residence Time) <Machines/Month>
Broken Machines = INTEG (Breakdown Rate-Repair Rate, Initial Broken Machines) <Machines>
Change in Perceived Production Gap =(Production Gap-Perceived Production Gap)/Time to
Perceive Production Gap <Widgets/Month/Month>
Change in policy = 0.25 <Dimensionless>
Change in policy time = 20 <Month>
Critical Production Gap = 500 <Widgets/Month>
Desired Labour for Repairing = Broken Machines*Labour per Repaired Machine <People>
Desired Percent of Labour for Production =Min Percent of Labour for Production+(Max Percent
of Labour for Production-Min Percent of Labour for Production)*Effect of Production Gap on
Labour Allocation(Perceived Production Gap/Critical Production Gap) <Dimensionless>
Desired Production = 7500+STEP(Desired Production Change,5) <Widgets/Month>
Desired Production Change = 0 + Desired Production Switch*(STEP(1500,5)-STEP(1500,17))
<Widgets/Month>
Desired Production Switch = 0 <Dimensionless>
Effect of Machine Reliability on Breakdown Rate = WITH LOOKUP (Machine Reliability Ratio,
([(0,0)(1,1)],(0,1),(0.1,0.7),(0.2,0.4),(0.3,0.2),(0.4,0.08),(0.5,0.05),(0.6,0.04),(0.7,0.03),(0.8,0.02),(0.9
,0.01),(1,0) )) <Dimensionless>
Effect of Production Gap on Labour Allocation = ([(0,0)(2,1)],(0,0),(0.226244,0.0280702),(0.538462,0.147368),(0.819005,0.315789),(1,0.5),(1.14932
,0.680702),(1.37104,0.849123),(1.63348,0.961403),(2,1)) <Dimensionless>
Feasible Maintenance Rate = Labour Capacity for Maintenance*Maintenance Productivity
<Machines/Month>
Goal for Machines in Maintenance = Feasible Maintenance Rate*Min Machines in Maintenance
Residence Time <Machines>
Increasing Reliability Through Maintenance = Maintenance Rate*Reliability Increase per
Inspection*Reliability Increase Multiplier <Reliability Units/Month>
Increasing Reliability Through Repairs = Repair Rate*Reliability Increase per Repair*Reliability
Increase Multiplier <Reliability Units/Month>
Initial Broken Machines = 10 <Machines>
Initial Total Machine Reliability = 76 <Reliability Units>
Labour Capacity for Maintenance = INTEG (-Production Labour Allocation, Total Labour
Capacity-Labour Capacity for Repairing-Labour Capacity for Production) <People>
Labour Capacity for Production = INTEG (Production Labour Allocation-Repair Labour Allocation,
Min Percent of Labour for Production*Labour for Production and Maintenance) <People>
Labour Capacity for Repairing = INTEG (+Repair Labour Allocation, Desired Labour for
Repairing) <People>
Labour for Production and Maintenance = MAX(Total Labour Capacity-Desired Labour for
Repairing,0) <People>
Labour per Repaired Machine = 5 <People/Machine>
Labour Productivity = 10 <Widgets/Month*Person>
Machine Productivity = 100 <Widgets/Month*Machine>
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Machine Reliability Ratio = Average Machine Reliability/Max Machine Reliability <Dimensionless>
Machine Use Through Operations = MIN(Average Machine Use Rate*Working Machines, Total
Machine Reliability/Min Time of Total Machine Reliability Erosion) <Reliability Units/Month>
Machines Offline for Maintenance = INTEG (+Takedown Rate-Maintenance Rate, Goal for
Machines in Maintenance) <Machines>
Maintenance Productivity = 0.14 <Machines/(Month*People)>
Maintenance Rate = MIN(Feasible Maintenance Rate, Maximum Maintenance Rate)
<Machines/Month>
Max Breakdown Rate = 1 <(Machines/Month)/Machines>
Max Machine Reliability = 1 <Reliability Units/Machine>
Max Percent of Labour for Production = 0.98+Policy Switch*(-STEP(Change in policy, Change in
policy time)) <Dimensionless>
Maximum Maintenance Rate = Machines Offline for Maintenance/Min Machines in Maintenance
Residence Time <Machines/Month>
Maximum Repair Rate = MAX(Broken Machines/Minimum Broken Machines Residence Time,0)
<Machines/Month>
Min Breakdown Rate = 0.005 <(Machines/Month)/Machines>
Min Machines in Maintenance Residence Time = 0.125 <Months>
Min Percent of Labour for Production = 0.8 <Dimensionless>
Min Time of Total Machine Reliability Erosion = 0.1 <Months>
Minimum Broken Machines Residence Time = 1 <Months>
Perceived Production Gap = INTEG (Change in Perceived Production Gap, 0) <Widgets/Month>
Policy Switch = 0 <Dimensionless>
Production Gap = MAX(Desired Production-Total Production,0) <Widgets/Month>
Production Labour Allocation = MAX(MIN((Desired Percent of Labour for Production*Labour for
Production and Maintenance-Labour Capacity for Production)/Time to Change Labour
Allocation, Labour Capacity for Maintenance/Time to Change Labour Allocation),-Labour
Capacity for Production/Time to Change Labour Allocation) <People/Month>
Reliability Increase Multiplier = WITH LOOKUP (Machine Reliability Ratio, ([(0,0)(1,1)],(0,1),(0.5,1),(0.6,0.99),(0.7,0.97),(0.8,0.93),(0.85,0.9),(0.9,0.82),(0.95,0.67),(0.975,0.45)
,(1,0) )) <Dimensionless>
Reliability Increase per Inspection = 0.3 <Reliability Units/Machines>
Reliability Increase per Repair = 0.1 <Reliability Units/Machines>
Repair Labour Allocation = MAX(MIN((Desired Labour for Repairing-Labour Capacity for
Repairing)/Time to Change Labour Allocation, Labour Capacity for Production/Time to
Change Labour Allocation),-Labour Capacity for Repairing/Time to Change Labour Allocation)
<People/Month>
Repair Productivity = 0.05 <Machines/Month*People>
Repair Rate = MIN(Labour Capacity for Repairing*Repair Productivity, Maximum Repair Rate)
<Machines/Month>
Takedown Rate = MIN(Maintenance Rate + (Goal for Machines in Maintenance-Machines Offline
for Maintenance)/Takedown Time, Working Machines/Working Machines Min Residence
Time) <Machines/Month>
Takedown Time = 1 <Months>
Time to Change Labour Allocation = 1 <Months>
Time to Perceive Production Gap = 1 <Months>
Total Labour Capacity = 1000 <People>
Total Machine Reliability = INTEG (Increasing Reliability Through Maintenance +Increasing
Reliability Through Repairs-Machine Use Through Operations, Initial Total Machine
Reliability) <Reliability Units>
Total Machines = 100 <Machines>
Total Production = MIN(Machine Productivity*Working Machines, Labour Productivity*Labour
Capacity for Production) <Widgets/Month>
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Working Machines = INTEG (+Maintenance Rate+ Repair Rate-Breakdown Rate-Takedown Rate,
Total Machines-Broken Machines-Machines Offline for Maintenance) <Machines>
Working Machines Min Residence Time = 0.1 <Months>
INITIAL TIME = 0 <Month>
FINAL TIME = 72 <Month>
TIME STEP = 0.01 <Month>

Appendix B
Variables and equation formulations of System Dynamics model presented in section 5:
Breakdown Fraction= Maximum Breakdown Fraction-(Maximum Breakdown Fraction-Minimum
Breakdown Fraction)*Effect of Maintenance on Breakdowns <1/Month>
Breakdowns Rate= Working Machines*Breakdown Fraction+Extra Breakdowns*PULSE(5,1)
<Machine/Month>
Broken Machines= INTEG (Breakdowns Rate-Repairs Rate, 5) <Machine>
Desired Manufacturing Throughput= 950 <Widget/Month>
Effect of Maintenance on Breakdowns= Time for Maintenance/(1+Time for Maintenance) <1>
Effect of Throughput Gap on Time for Maintenance= MAX(2-EXP(Strength of Effect on
Maintenance Time*Manufacturing Throughput Gap/Desired Manufacturing Throughput), 0)
<1>
Extra Breakdowns= 0 <Machine/Month>
Machine Productivity= 10 <Widget/(Month*Machine)>
Manufacturing Throughput Gap= MAX(Desired Manufacturing Throughput-Manufacturing
Throughput,0) <Widget/Month>
Manufacturing Throughput= Working Machines*Machine Productivity < Widget/Month>
Maximum Breakdown Fraction= 0.5 <1/Month>
Maximum Repairs Rate= Broken Machines/Minimal Repair Time <Machine/Month>
Minimal Repair Time= 0.25 <Month>
Minimum Breakdown Fraction= 0.04045 <1/Month>
Planned Maintenance Time= 7 <Hours/Month>
Repair Productivity= 0.1 <Machine/Hour>
Repairs Rate= MIN(Time for Repairs*Repair Productivity, Maximum Repairs Rate)
<Machine/Month>
Strength of Effect on Maintenance Time= 1.5 <1>
Time for Maintenance= Planned Maintenance Time*Effect of Throughput Gap on Time for
Maintenance <Hour/Month>
Time for Repairs= Total Time Available-Time for Maintenance <Hours/Month>
Total Machines= 100 <Machine>
Total Time Available= 100 <Hours/Month>
Working Machines= Total Machines-Broken Machines <Machine>
FINAL TIME= 50 <Month>
INITIAL TIME= 0 <Month>
TIME STEP= 0.1 <Month>

Appendix C
The model shown in Figure 7 is a first-order system (one differential equation):
dBM
= BR ( BM ) − RR ( BM )
dt
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where:
BM - Broken Machines
BR - Breakdown Rate
RR - Repairs Rate
In order to visualize dynamics of the first-order system

dx
= f (x ) the potential V can be
dt

defined as (see Strogatz 2000):
f ( x) = −

dV
dx

In our model the potential of the system (V) is given by:
dV
= −( BR ( BM ) − RR ( BM ))
dBM

The direct form of the potential can be calculated by integrating the right-hand side of the
above equation (see Strogatz 2000).
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